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Chatting with Esu
By John Taylor
# 01 Mar 31, 2009

I've been receiving personal messages from Esu for a while now and posting them for
Candace and other AH staff to see. Candace, Jess and Esu are encouraging me to share
them with a wider audience; so, I will do just that. I have been quietly working behind the
scenes with AH for many seasons now after being an active participant in various related
chat rooms. There is no time like the present to come out to a wider audience. In the
summer of 2006 I was asked to take on the position as the Regional Director of North
America. In these waning historical days, as we drift ever closer to the realization of Christ
Michael's deepest wishes and desires for our world, it is with a great honor that step
forward and offer to serve in this manner. I hope you enjoy these messages with my very
good friend Esu and sometimes Christ Michael. By the way, you will see that my
conversations are very informal.
Chatting with Esu -- 3/31/09
John Taylor
John:
Hi Esu.
Asking for a daily update. How are things progressing?
Esu:
John, thanks for being in touch. Always a pleasure. Keep your spirits up my brother, as you
know (but may need to be reminded) the choice is yours.
Thank you for the reminder (smile, yes I appreciate the 'needed' reminder).
--- We're busy, as stated in last weekend's messages. There are many things at play which
need monitoring and tweaking and lots of attention, as you can imagine.
What about this "weekend warrior syndrome?"
--- Which is?
Hot and heavy messages on the weekends with not much evidence to show for during our
daily walks during the following week.
---(Laughter from Esu).
--- John, you know the answer as you write the question. Simply put, you have little
awareness of OUR daily walk. But you know that. You also know that you are welcome to
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connect with me at any time to check-in.
Can you be more specific about the latest happenings?
--- Candace told of you our possible work with the magnetosphere earlier today. We are
paying particular attention to many of the ones with ill intentions (dark ones as some call
them); we are preparing for stasis, going through practice runs and what have you -- this
has become a bit more involved as it will include more then higher beings; those are the
highlights.
When?
--- When CM deems it so and even I don't know when that may exactly be. Obviously, time
IS running short. Stay alert, balanced and alert. Go about your daily life but be ready to act.
Or, be on active "stand-by" as you've been telling Candace lately.
--- Don't hesitate to seek me out when you find your energy waning, you can also be in
touch with the aspects of your being that are always vibrating at a faster and higher rate.
Believe me, we know that you are living in the proverbial "tough-neighborhood" that earth
tends to be in these last days. Keep on hanging on!
---Thanks for being in touch John.
Thank YOU!
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A Selection of John's Chats with Esu and CM
By John Taylor
# 02 Mar 31, 2009

1/7/08
John: Esu! What's happenin' hombre? How're things? Care to give an update?
Esu: John! I love your casual greeting. More & more you're getting the fact that we are
brothers in this game.
Despite the wait and your mostly boring job, your spiritual growth, knowledge and
awareness, in this current form that you've taken, continues.
So what is happenin' Bro? I know that the wait has been what it's been, seemingly too
long. Where do things stand today? We gearing up for another go at this, what is very
likely to be the final run. I know that you are not expecting specifics but by the end of this
month, perhaps, just maybe (teasing smile) we may all be in a very different place.
Continue with the plans for urban gardens in and around Newark for the time being. This is
becoming a solid plan for the empowerment of many and a great example of a messiah
project. It is also providing you with more experience and learning's as well as channeling
your efforts and energies in positive directions.
You will be a fine director for my organization and AH. Believe it John, you are well suited
for this work. As you learn more and more of your many past endeavors in leadership and
intergalactic diplomacy, you will see that this will be a proverbial walk in the park!
Challenging but not insurmountable.
Spend more of your day in joy (your choice); take to time raise your vibrations and allow for
this higher energy and the insights that they provide. In this way you enter, perceptibly, into
a more timeless state of being similar to what your truest self experiences. Before you
know it our work will have begun!
Enough for this evening.
I very much look forward to our work together!
Namaste my Brother!
Esu

4/27/08
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Hey Gang,
A little over a week ago I had a late night/early morning chat with CM, second time this has
happened. I thought I'd share this tidbit with you. Because it was the middle of the night I
don't remember all of what was said but there were two main points:
-- Trust and have faith.
In that moment I had my doubts. In a very supportive and firm manner CM admonished me
to be in trust and have faith in the process that he has set forth.
-- I am a peer. (We are peers).
He said this as I was in a place of reaching up towards him. Again, in a firm, supportive
and loving manor, he said that he understood my current position but that I would realize
that we are much more like peers, that this would be much better understood soon.
Although, I did ask Candace to confirm that I had spoken to Christ Michael, I was more
than certain that the conversation did take place. She told me that before she could ask
that CM offered that he spoken with me and gave me a bit of a push. Cool!

5/31/08
Phone Call? Nah!
Hey Gang!
I was doing a few chores around the house and then went to sit down on the couch with a
large pile of laundry to be folded. I grabbed my laptop to do a quick check of what was
going on. With the laptop actually on my lap I noticed that Candace is online and said
'hello'.
We start talking about the weather, the dog she was baby sitting, recent posts, and I then
begin to feel some tingles around my 3rd eye area and decided to tell Candace about it.
She says, "well go answer the phone call".
I say that it's just a shift in awareness.
Candace exclaims, "What was a shift in awareness? If your 3rd eye acts up, usually it's a
phone call."
I'm doubting that it's a 'phone call' and say, "it's the kind of thing that happens when I'm
doing healing work, essentially a rising of my vibrations". In a moment I then say, "now it's
all over my body there's a lot of shifting happening especially in the back of my head, left
side."
Candace implores, "John, go sit in a private place or go outdoors, you are being contacted
dear one. Pick up the phone."
By this point (slow, yes, I know) I begin to suspect that Esu was trying to get in touch. I get
up and go out to the balcony. I'm feeling quite good in the higher vibrations swirling about
me by this time.
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Candace says, "They didn't get your attention with the 3rd eye, so they are getting it
another way. Esu is ON The Other END. And he's laughing."
Well, I was laughing too and then started the conversation below:

John: You rang?
Esu: Hi John. Thanks for answering, go within for a moment.
Have no worries or fears regarding your employment keep shifting and becoming more
aware, making different choices and creating what you wish.
Great work with your farm project, congratulations.
When you ask?
Soon quite soon but live your day to day life fully in the mean time, as you do you become
more prepared for our work as you've noticed as of late.
Your family life will shift nicely, drop your fears here and continue in love and more love.
Spend more time with me and in the higher vibrations.
You are going to be great in your work with me I'm looking forward to this my good friend.
John: Thanks!
Where are you from?
You're an ascending son of ancient heritage. You have a great fondness for CM's projects.
You have been a most helpful participant and leader over many many years.
(giving me really delightful energy)
Hang in there John and as I say above, fully attend to your daily life. We thank you for your
dedication, loving energy and commitment.
Now, you know (John: I am laughing) when we're trying to get in touch with you. So come
chat if you can when you feel those tingles.
Much love always,
Esu

6/1/08
Another Call
Turning a Frown Upside Down
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Mayhem is going on in my house (parents have it tough sometimes, don't we) and I get,
the now becoming familiar, tingling on my forehead around the 3rd eye area.
Candace is online and I tell her that I'm getting another call.
Candace exclaims, "well please in all haste go answer it!!!"
I make it out to the balcony with laptop in tow.
---------------------------------------------------Who's calling?
(It is Esu).
Esu: John, don't forget to work on your projects today. Keep the energy flowing in these
areas. When you take a step in this direction more avenues and opportunities open.
John: OK, thank you for that reminder.
John: Do you have more for me? How about regarding 'when'?
Esu: I've given the clues about the flares. There's much expectation regarding the current
syzygy and it could be significant though not definite. You're aren't feeling the intensity
there at this moment.
Keep making the moment to moment decision to be a beacon of light. We know how
difficult the earth walk is; and, as you were saying to Jess earlier, it is good that you are
less judgemental about your so called 'mishaps' as they are part and parcel of the current
journey. Just keeping choosing the higher vibrational path.
John: Thank you. Can you go back to 'when' please.
Esu: It is now, yet it isn't. When there is a 'collision' of the 'nows' it will manifest for you.
Esu: Contact Gaia now as Henning suggests if you will....
As I shift my focus and intentions to Gaia, I am feeling most beautiful uplifting energy.... I
close my eyes and a bluish-green smiling entity appears in front of me.
Gaia: My child, no need to fret and frown, many blessings to you dear one
John: ...and to you dear Gaia. (Such wonderful uplifting energy)
Gaia: Thank you for coming and assisting in these changes.
John: It is my ultimate pleasure.
Gaia: Please continue choosing the higher vibrational routes.
John: I shall.
An energy healing session similar to what I practice on humans ensues with me soon
being completely absorbed by Gaia and feeling in many ways at one, the healing session
continues and intensifies... After a few minutes I feel some sense of completion and make
the transition back to the balcony...
Esu: Become more as the lucid dreamer, aware of your surroundings and directing the
outcomes.
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You are tired now.
Good work!
Ciao for now...
Esu
--------------------------------------------Not too long afterwards while chatting with Candace about the Syzygy period that we are
in starting today (June 1-6 peaking on the 3rd), I briefly dial back in with Gaia (more
tingling on the forehead).
Candace and I were both saying how neither of us is feeling the imminent feelings of a
major event about to occur.
Gaia essentially says that this Syzygy period presents too good of an opportunity for her to
pass up for release. I could sense a wry smile and perhaps even a wink. I didn't note an
indication of where she may express this release.
So, we shall see.

Conversation with Esu 12/18/08

Esu! I am surrounded by family. TV on, a cold rain outdoors. I am motivated to connect
with you and see what comes through. (I've entered into a light meditative state,
sensations, energy bands around my head, particularly on the left side).
Hello John! Welcome, it is a pleasure to connect with you in this way once again, been
awhile. Yes, a bit of controversy, the peacemaker and big picture person that you are sees
none as of course there really is none. And yes, stasis well be a time of not only relearning but new learning for me as well as your team. We will realize a harmony, clarity, a
great sense of purpose and drive.
You seemed to have connected to an aspect of yourself that was already residing in stasis
a few nights ago. You witnessed his/your focus and drive. We will also experience joy,
laughter, peace and serenity. [I thought this guy was awfully serious when chatting with
him. He had an impressive clarity and focus and a wry, dry sense of humor as I brought up
different issues and scenarios, mercilessly batting away distractions and 'minor' trivialities].
When? (Quiet laughter and smiles from Esu). As you just said John, "patience
grasshopper". You've heard from other team members about potentials in the last days of
this month around your birthday (12/28). As always there is flexibility in CM's timeline. You
ask for more. Be in trust. I understand your doubt and I lend you a hand in seeking peace
with the disappointment that you've had with previous 'deadlines' that have come and
gone. Let go and let us (including the more expansive aspects of you that are hugely and
directly involved) be in process to bring this to fruition. There remain to be different lines of
probabilities of course. I would say that most of them conclude with us moving forward with
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stasis around the Jupiter window of opportunity that CM spoke of recently through
Candace on the front site.
When you find yourself in discomfort [a phone call and my son jumping on me disrupted
the flow for a moment], center yourself in higher vibrations through breath and intention
and then take appropriate action to address other areas in your day to day life that
probably need your attention. Actually, you may wish to spend more time in this space as it
will assist you in your day to day life. Do this John and it you'll experience more focus and
greater co-creation and beneficial manifestation. Be more disciplined in this. You may wish
begin your exercise program once again as well.
Congratulations on connecting! A real accomplishment in the relatively busy room that you
are in at the moment! Be in peace, there is much ahead for you and your team.
Take care.
Light and Love,
Your Brother,
Esu

1/21/09
A Short Reassuring Message from CM
Earlier today I was "Instant Messaging" with Jess. I expressed my hope for message from
CM soon, to which he responded, "great, get one and let me know what you hear".
So, I did.
One of my blocks is, that at times, I can generally feel not worthy of receiving messages
from these guys. I also realize that this is -- shall we say -- dumb. However, those feelings
do make themselves apparent from time to time. This is also addressed below.

With acknowledgment and my own forgiveness of my perceived foibles,
I seek information from Christ Michael about where things stand.
John,
Be Patient beloved one. We are here, we are working. The time is near.
I hear your doubts, today I send no rebukes your way but understanding. We forgive your
impatience and doubts; we understand.
Understand our great love for you more than anything else. (Check your email message). [I
was waiting for an important email and it popped up at that moment].
Reach upwards for me or Esu and encourage those on your team who may need
reassurance to do the same. We will assure you that we are here, that we haven't
abandoned you, that this is indeed real, that you have very important tasks within this
endeavor and more.
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Look to hear more from me through Candace shortly.
Be at peace, be in trust.
With great love and wholeness,
Christ Michael, as I am known by some.

Today I experienced CM as distinctive, with a strong energy signature that is sharp, large,
clear and I want to say loud, but not loud in an unpleasant way. I sensed him as being
great, charismatic and up beat with the qualities of leader, kind of a coach.

2/12/09
Short Message from Esu
Esu, what's going on my brother? Anything to share? You KNOW what's on our thoughts.
(Smile). Please tell me what you can.
Hello John, (pleasant energetic shift within me)
Nice to connect with you again! Hang in there. As you suspect density is an issue for our
scientists in this region, slows things down, adjustments need to be and are being made. A
tremendous learning experience for all involved. I do lend an apology for any expectations
that we have given concerning the timing of these events. Please bare with us, know that a
most wondrous journey awaits us. You understand that giving a time estimate for these
events is foolhardy at this point but be rest-assured, as in Hennings note, there is no
turning back, Jupiter is our second sun. Evidence of this amazing shift is soon to be more
and more evident.
Your time in the Himalayas, some words to describe: education, remembering, reacquainting, intense, amazing, thorough, nearly unbelievable from where you sit today.
As far as more technical information about what's happening, look to Jess and Candace.
We will be in communication with them shortly. Let us be involved with this massively
complex undertaking for a bit longer. There will be plenty to share.
Thank you for connecting John. This is helpful to your well being, shifting to a higher
vibration where we can connect, it's good for ya!
Thank you Esu!

Chatting with Esu -- 3/8/09
Dealing with Disappointment
Me: Hello.
Esu: Hi John.
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Me: (quiet smile)
Esu: You haven't been happy with us, so to speak, distant.
Me: I have (feeling some sadness). I got really pumped up in February feeling that this
would really be our time to begin.
Esu: You understand how the landscape is in constant movement.
Me: I understand better now, but I've also been feeling hurt.
Esu: I understand. Understand too the very limited perception that you have at the
moment, say 3% vision of what really is, barely scratching the surface. I feel your emotions
opening now as we connect John. Focus on your day to day activities, as you have been
doing more in these last several days. You are doing fine work on your urban farming
project. Be even more creative in this endeavor. Allow for more of the subtle resources
around you to activate. Keep turning over the soil, so to speak, to allow for more light, air,
and freshness to impact you and those around you. This is good work!
Me: Thank you.
Let go and let us... allow for our work to unfold. You, your team, and many others are
involved during your sleeping hours, as well as other aspects of you, are also more directly
involved in the work of the galactic federation in and around Urantia.
During your waking hours keep being more fully present in your day to day activities, no
worries! The times that you live in certainly have dramatic challenges, but it is perfectly OK
to find joy, bliss, light, love, fun, laughter, pleasure and more during your daily walks, 'this
is allowed'. (said with a wink and a wry smile, as it's something I say to friends).
The events that we all await are near, relatively so. Let go of exactly when this may be, as
you have been doing more and more. Be in trust and focus on what is in front of you in
your present. Our work will begin in earnest soon enough.
Blessings to you my good, good friend,
Esu
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The End of Fly and Spray, an open letter to all
chemtrail pilots
By Adama of Telos thru Eve.
# 03 Jun 15, 2009

THE END OF FLY AND SPRAY
Open letter to all chemtrail pilots
Adama of Telos through Eve
15th June 2009
massive spraying attack on 14th June 2009, Southern Germany, Kichardt near Heilbronn
Adama, did I get this right? A message to all chemtrail pilots?
Bingo!
I'll be here for transcribing this afternoon.
Can hardly wait to see you, dear.
…..(later)
Adama, can we go ahead?
Welcome, beloved. So, this is an open letter to all chemtrail pilots. Although it's unlikely
that any chemtrail pilot will ever come here to read this, this letter will be transmitted
energetically to all chemtrail pilots who are souled beings. Yes, there may be some who do
not carry a soul, being of artificial intelligence, (robotoids, E.) but midwayers will select the
ones with a father fragment. This message is either turned to those beings giving order to
fly and spray, to the ones filling the chemistry into the chem-depots and to the ones who
turned to believe th there is nothing wrong in spraying chemistry into the atmosphere. So,
to all needing to hear about.
Folks, you are living on a beautiful planet, on a blue jewel in space. This planet was
created by God, who loves his creation. You have been created by him, too. You came
here to be intelligent beings and unfortunately you got stuck inside a matrix of illusion. You
are standing there upon mother earth and looking up to the sky – what do you feel?
Are you still able to feel?
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There goes a phrase saying that above the clouds freedom would be limitless. Now, you
guys might have had the whish to fly. You were intelligent and couraged enough to
become trained to be pilots of aircraft. There is not so many occasion in this branch to
choose – you can either join the military carreer or civil air traffic – or become a private
pilot for a top manager, e.g. But anyway you have settled to gain a licence to fly. And now,
what are you doing with it?
The atmosphere of earth is necessary for life on the planet. For decades your surface
dwellers have been polluting it by industrial waste gas and else. Our silver fleet vessels
have been very busy in clearing the atmosphere again and again, to give you one chance
after the other to go on, hoping that you would change your mind, as civilization. And now
here come some wolves dressed in sheep-suits and they hire you guys, telling you: JUST
FLY AND SPRAY. And you claim, you would need that job, it was just a job like any other,
you would need your income or even that you simply would not know or not care about
what you are doing there! You sit inside your aircraft, you start up and press the button to
start spraying your chemtrails.
THIS MAKES YOU TO BE THE PARASITES OF THE SKY AND YOU ARE PAID FOR
POISONING THE ATMOSPHERE, MOTHER EARTH AND HUMANITY.
Filling any chemistry depot, delivering chemical supplies for that intention or setting your
feet and your backside into the cockpit of a spraying aircraft makes you become assistants
in a big project of mass-murder.
HOW LOW CAN A HUMAN BEING FALL TO PARTICIPATE IN DESTROYING THE OWN
LIVING SPACE.
WHO DID MAKE THAT TASTY FOR YOU?
It does not matter whether you use anonymous aircraft or not. The dirty work you
perform is outing you by any means. You hurt creation and as you hurt creation you hurt
yourself as your body was originally intended to be temple of God. You misuse the
freedom that should dwell over the clouds. You misuse the free will that was given
to you by the creator. To tell that you just did not know what you were doing is
nothing but a poor try to escape the responsibility. If you are intelligent enough to
fly such a plane or to steer a remote controlled spraying craft you should be most
likely intelligent enough to question WHAT you are really doing there. It's never too
late to stop, so I URGENTLY ADVISE YOU TO EARN YOUR MONEY BY A JOB
WHICH DOES NOT HARM A COMPLETE PLANET AND CIVILIZATION. AND IF YOU
KEEP SPRAYING YOU WILL HAVE TO SUFFER THE CONSEQUENCES.
The blue sky, clean and radiating the love of the creator, is meant to be unharmed and
hands off, untouchable.
COSMIC LAW WILL ELIMINATE THE PARASITES FROM THE SKY, SO BETTER STOP
BEFORE YOU ARE STOPPED BY HIGHER ORDER. ALWAYS YOUR CHOICE, BUT
DON'T TELL THEN YOU HAD NOT BEEN WARNED, IF YOU THEN WILL STILL BE IN
THE POSITION TO TELL.
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You will fail to pass your exam, folks. STOP IT AND STOP IT NOW! TIME OUT.
YOUR SPRAYING CRAFTS WILL TURN OUT TO BREAK IN BITS AND PIECES.
And I assure you, this is not “revenge” of God in any kind. It's nothing else than what you
have created for yourselves by breaking the cosmic law. This is your last chance, folks. It's
me, Adama of Telos, speaking also on behalf of mother earth, who deserves heartfelt
thanks for nurturing her children, instead of being hit straight in her face. If you stop out of
your free will you will be blessed. If not, just wait and see. Thanks to the midwayers
transmitting and delivering this message to the persons in question. And should you, dear
readers, know anybody who is a FLY AND SPRAY PILOT, then please copy this message
and pass it on to the person in question. With deep thanks for your support and best
whishes for insight to the Chemtrail pilots...(Get well, soon!) this is your eternal friend
Adama of Telos.
PS: Yesterday we had a massive spraying attack, lasting the whole sunday. The picture at
the top of the document shows just the beginning. My cloudbuster had a lot of work to do.
But in the evening the sky was clear again.
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Christ Michael
By Christ Michael/John
# 04 Mar 10, 2010

3/10
--- Christ Michael? I sensed you wished to speak.
Hello John. Thank you for your willingness communicate in this way once again on this fine
morning. Know that in the proverbial blink of an eye we will be able to converse face to
face my old friend. Yes, the time draws near. More photographic evidence will begin to be
seen and there will be no question that there are blessings shining down upon your planet,
a new star now visible your skies. The intimate details of our plans will become clear in the
days to come. You can rest assured today that transitions are underway, your active role in
our scheme begins shortly.
To those of a nefarious sort who continue to straddle the fence, may I suggest that you
pause, go within, and make your choices clear. Stand with that which on daily basis
becomes more and more obvious and clearly inevitable: the greater universal power of
light and agape love; or, with what you have known up to now, that which continues to
disintegrate and fall away before your eyes. I suggest you choose the former. Be the
prodigal sons and daughters, I will welcome you home with open arms, but I cannot make
this choice for you. Choose wisely, the window of opportunity before you today may not be
open tomorrow.
Namaste,
Christ Michael
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About Time
By John
# 05 Mar 16, 2010

3/16/10
Esu through John
Timing, it is what it is. You have a good sense and understanding of it actually. Lines in the
sand, as in points in your calendar are referenced, however, we operate on project time, if
you will; open, fluid... utilizing systems of analysis that would make those who do similar
enough work on your plane, head's spin.
Our computers live and our own cognitive abilities are not hindered by the layers of density
that you are currently residing within. We have, by your standards, extraordinary means by
which to communicate with each other which you share but are primarily latent for most of
you. We are more of like mind, more so than you experience. This does not mean that
there are no debates or what may be termed, heated or intense discussions. However,
consensus and agreement is reached without an egoistic drama that seems to pervade
within your realm.
Christ Michael, as has been explained before, seeks the highest possible outcomes of all.
He allows for chosen or opportune scenarios to unfold without an obedience to an artificial
construct that you know and currently experience as time. Perfection? By whose
standards? Perfect imperfection. We learn, as do you, from experience and then we adjust.
So what does all of this mean right now, here today? Wait in grace. Do continue with your
daily walks for the time being. Prepare for upcoming changes simply by your intentions to
be of assistance, to serve the greater good.
Peace John!
Namaste, Esu
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Where are things?
By Esu & CM by John
# 06 Mar 29, 2010

3/27/10
Where are things?
Esu.
Energies are building within Gaia as so many have stated. Jupiter's appearance would
present too much energy than what would be beneficial for all of purposes now.
We urge patience. We suggest that you choose to maintain a positive perspective,
remember -- t'is a choice. Choose also to serve. How will you be of service to the greater
cause today? Which of your gifts shall you offer? All is well.
Ok, so what's the hold up?
CM here.
The soup is not ready. Plain and simple. I ask for those of you who are gathered here,
those of you with awareness to practice patience, to let go, and to trust the process that I
have laid out.
As Esu says above and I ask of you as well, focus on how you serve the greater cause. Do
so now. When things are in obvious motion within your realm, you will be even more
prepared to be of assistance.
And when is that you ask? May I suggest that you ask that question less often, for how
does it serve? Indeed, all is well.
Be in touch with the greatness within you today. Become more familiar with what you may
call your higherself or soul self. Be guided more by this greatness within -- and you will be
ever more prepared.
Many of you requested this service, some of you directly approached me asking to be here
at this time. Be in touch with this aspect of yourselves, throw off your worries and doubts.
Stand with me today and tomorrow. We have lots to do. Let's get to it.
Namaste,
Christ Michael, Aton
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Time To Say Goodbye & Go Forth in Confidence, Joy
and Knowing
By CM and Esu with Kibo, and Esu thru John
# 07 Oct 27, 2010

Time To Say Goodbye
They've been telling me this for a few days now.......
what have i to say goodbye to?
the end of the old?
puh-lease....i've been ready
so
tonight i get this:
CM and Esu:
Tell the dark that it is time to say 'Good-Bye'.
That's it? i ask
CM: Tell them it's over.
Esu: We're mopping up. It will still seem like forever for you since ye ones want everything
we say to happen yesterday, but everything is happening while we speak and bodes well
for our efforts and Source will see us complete with room to spare before the deadline.
CM: So keep doing what you're doing, know that all is well and stay positive and observe
very carefully everything that happens, both large and small.
Esu: Things are ongoing, of course, but even the most fluid of changes results in our favor.
There is nothing that they can do to change the outcome or the timing of it..so please be so
kind as to tell them that it is time to say goodbye.
k: Will do...soooo...we're good then? I'm good, we're good, we're all good?
Esu: In the sense that you mean it, yes. It's all good.
k: alrighty then. thanks for everything by the way. I appreciate it greatly, as i'm sure many
others do, as well.
CM: We appreciate you all, as well, and thanks for taking the message.
k: My pleasure. See you soon?
Esu: Pretty much [turns to CM] Wouldn't you say?
CM: Yes, I'd say so...soon enough...not worry.
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k: okay, well, keep in touch, there's still this other stuff to go over...
CM: Of course
Esu: Not a problem
10 26 2010
.................................................. ....................................
and so
that's it
short and sweet
all love and light to you guys
I AM
kiboDabi

************************
Go Forth in Confidence, Joy and Knowing
10/27/10, 8:30 am
After rereading and contemplating Kibo's latest, I felt Esu nearby and took the following
message.
----------------------------------------Esu:
As Kibo's most recent message has stated, we're nearly done with this stage of activity.
The scenarios that see this complete vary but yes, you may be assured and you may have
faith that the great transition is upon us.
So be prepared as you are guided, to part with much of what you see and witness today
and be ready for the new: new experiences, challenges, opportunities for service and
growth.
You lightworkers that are gathered here that have awakened to the degree that you have,
you are to be commended. Nearly as a rule, you are not seen as "successful" in this
current confused and backward realm but so be it. In these days to come you will
sustainably co-create with us in the ways that are in alignment with source.
A new day is dawning, the long dark night recedes, the fresh winds of empowered change
are blowing. And we join hands with you now in manner that is no longer only etheric but in
physicality -- and in every other conceivable manner -- We Are With You.
Today you may go forth in confidence, go forth in joy, go in knowing, THAT WE ARE
HERE.
Let the power of the universe energize you today with this message of LOVE from Esu,
Christ Michael, First Source, and all who are involved in this transition and beyond.
-- AH- John #1 -- page. 19

Remember there are other factors at Play
By CM and Esu thru John Taylor
# 08 Nov 1, 2010

Messages with Esu & CM, 10/31/10
10/31
Esu:
Let the clean clear waters (energies) wash over you. Be free, be at one, be of love -- you
are blessed.
Yes, no doubt, tough assignment that you all have here. However, remember your coping
tools, in an instant help is there for you as you request it. Yes, as CM tells you:
REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE and stand tall. (The energies that are pouring through me
actually have me sitting up straighter).
Have faith in the process as it's been further revealed in Candace's recent message with
CM. You now see a greater wisdom and coordination at play. YOU have been involved in
these discussions so yes, you ought to recognize the decisions that you assisted in
making.
As far as timing, it is as you and Kibo reported last week, we truly are in the final stages
before the curtain descends and then rises again.
Yes, tie up loose ends as you perceive them and be ready to part with that which you
readily observe today. Freedom is on your doorstep.
Peace.

CM:
There are thousands of variables that I am in consideration of as I come to the decision
about when to initiate the stasis, the mini, the full, which ever or both. There is great value
in the education period that would follow a mini stasis, however its importance wanes to
some degree.
Similar to you in sense John, I wish to give opportunity to as many as possible, down to the
very last of my children. However, time is short.
As you've discussed with Jess, Candace and others, and as has been stated previous
messages, there are other factors at play in the final timing that are beyond this immediate
realm -- cycles upon cycles that are all nearing culmination now.
-- AH- John #1 -- page. 20

There is much more that is yet to be revealed, and the 'news' will get better and better for
those of you in the know that are gathered here in these final moments.
Namaste

-- AH- John #1 -- page. 21

